COVID Procedures for the CyberTruck Challenge 2021

The following protocols are in place to protect participants at the CyberTruck Challenge 2021 due to the ongoing COVID situation. There are procedures for the event itself, and additionally site/location procedures. We have secured both a primary and an alternate site (as a mitigation to potential COVID access limitations) and list both the event specific procedures and the sites-dependent procedures.

Event Procedures. The CyberTruck Challenge shall follow these procedures for all participants and visitors to the event.

Before the event:
1.) Consider downloading a COVID tracker app for your phone.
2.) Consider talking with your doctor and discussing if the COVID vaccine is right for you.

At event start:
3.) Complete checklist asking about COVID symptoms or contacts.
4.) Verify emergency contact information.

Daily:
1.) Individual temperature checks with a remote thermometer (similar to those used in hospitals and dentists’ offices). These thermometers are provided 1-per-team.
2.) Appropriate use of face coverings – these include appropriate masks or face shields (some of the instructors want to use face shields while lecturing at front of the class to help students “see their lips” to help communication).

Environmental:
1.) Appropriate separation at the tables for participant students.
2.) Taped “zone markings” near the vehicles in the study site to encourage appropriate distancing.
3.) One-way halls to/from the washrooms.
4.) Open-air break space.
5.) Bay doors open for improved ventilation.
6.) Overhead fans running for improved ventilation.
7.) Meals will be plated by catering staff properly using acceptable PPE – OR – they will be boxed lunches.

These policies are specific to the event site. The hosting organization may have additional policies which we will execute/honor.

Primary Site is Macomb Community College 14500 E 12 Mile Rd, Warren, MI 48088 – Building P (Sports & Expo Center). The following procedures are in place at this site:

MACOMB COLLEGE Safe Campus Playbook
Face covering and social distancing of at least 6 feet are required at all times.